Enrollment report by racial/ethnic status by South Carolina Commission on Higher Education
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     1
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    000000-000   Undeclared
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    2   4   9  10   0   0   6  11  14  14   0   0 236 356   4   3   6   6     277    404  85   99 192  305
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   9   5   0   0   2   0      14      8   4    4  10    4
     Freshman  TOTAL           2   4  10  11   0   0   6  11  16  16   0   0 245 361   4   3   8   6     291    412  89  103 202  309
    Second Year          03    1   2   6   3   0   0   1   6  19   4   0   0 135 169   2   2  13   6     177    192  50   48 127  144
    Third Year           04    1   1   0   2   0   0   2   0   1   3   0   0  32  29   0   0   2   0      38     35  16   13  22   22
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   1   0       4      0   3    0   1    0
    Non-deg Ugrad        07    2   3   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       5      3   1    0   4    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    6  10  17  16   0   0   9  17  37  23   0   0 416 559   6   5  24  12     515    642 159  164 356  478
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   1   0   0   2  10   0   0   1   0       3     13   1    4   2    9
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   1   0   0   2  10   0   0   1   0       3     13   1    4   2    9
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   1   0   0   2  10   0   0   1   0       3     13   1    4   2    9
     FULL TIME TOTAL           6  10  17  16   0   0   9  19  37  24   0   0 418 569   6   5  25  12     518    655 160  168 358  487
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Non-deg Ugrad        21    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  12   5   0   0   4   0      17      6  17    6   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  13   7   0   0   4   0      18      8  18    8   0    0
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   4   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    4   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   3   4   0   0   0   0       3      5   3    4   0    1
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   2   9   0   0   0   1       5     10   5    9   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   5  13   0   0   0   1       8     15   8   13   0    2
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   2   0   0  18  20   0   0   4   1      26     23  26   21   0    2
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    6  10  17  16   0   0   9  19  41  26   0   0 436 589   6   5  29  13     544    678 186  189 358  489
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     2
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    050103-000   Asian Studies/Civilization
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1       1      2   1    1   0    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      3   2    1   0    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   7   1   0   0   0   0       7      3   1    2   6    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   2   0   0   9   4   0   0   1   1      10      9   4    5   6    4
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   2   0   0   9   4   0   0   1   1      10      9   4    5   6    4
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   2   0   0   9   4   0   0   1   1      10      9   4    5   6    4
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     3
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    090101-000   Speech Communication and Rhetoric
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  10   0   0   0   0       2     11   2    3   0    8
    Third Year           04    0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   4  13   0   0   0   1       4     18   2    3   2   15
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   1   6   0   0   8  20   0   0   1   1      11     28   3    7   8   21
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   3   0   0   0   1   1   0   1   8   0   0  14  43   0   0   1   2      17     57   7   13  10   44
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   3   0   0   0   1   1   0   1   8   0   0  14  43   0   0   1   2      17     57   7   13  10   44
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   3   0   0   0   1   1   0   1   8   0   0  14  44   0   0   1   2      17     58   7   13  10   45
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     4
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    110401-000   Information Science/Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   1   0       5      0   2    0   3    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   2    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   6   1   1   0   1   0       9      1   4    1   5    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   6   1   1   0   1   0       9      1   4    1   5    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   6   1   1   0   1   0       9      1   4    1   5    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     5
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    110701-000   Computer Science
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   0   0       2      1   0    1   2    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0       5      0   1    0   4    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0       5      0   3    0   2    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   0   0   1   0   0      12      1   4    1   8    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   0   0   1   0   0      12      1   4    1   8    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  12   0   0   1   0   0      12      1   4    1   8    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     6
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    130101-000   Education, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    0   0    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    0   0    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    0   0    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    1   0    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     7
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    130408-000   Elementary and Middle School Administration/Prin.
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   8   0   0   0   0       3      8   3    8   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   8   0   0   0   0       3      8   3    8   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   8   0   0   0   0       3      8   3    8   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1   8   0   0   0   0       3      8   3    8   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   8  11   0   0   0   0      10     12  10   12   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   8  11   0   0   0   0      10     12  10   12   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   8  11   0   0   0   0      10     12  10   12   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   8  11   0   0   0   0      10     12  10   12   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   1   0   0   9  19   0   0   0   0      13     20  13   20   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     8
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    130409-000   Secondary School Administration/Principalship
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   5   4   0   0   0   0       6      6   6    6   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   5   4   0   0   0   0       6      6   6    6   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   5   4   0   0   0   0       6      6   6    6   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   5   4   0   0   0   0       6      6   6    6   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0  10   6   0   0   1   1      11     10  10    9   1    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0  10   6   0   0   1   1      11     10  10    9   1    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0  10   6   0   0   1   1      11     10  10    9   1    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0  10   6   0   0   1   1      11     10  10    9   1    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   5   0   0  15  10   0   0   1   1      17     16  16   15   1    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:     9
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131005-000   Education/Teaching of Individ. w/Emotional Disturb
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    10
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131011-000   Education/Teaching of Individ. w/Specific LearnDis
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      3   0    3   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    11
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131202-000   Elementary Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0       0      5   0    1   0    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  23   0   0   0   0       0     25   0    5   0   20
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  22   0   0   0   0       0     23   0    7   0   16
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  50   0   0   0   0       0     53   0   13   0   40
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  50   0   0   0   0       0     53   0   13   0   40
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  50   0   0   0   0       0     53   0   13   0   40
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    12
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131209-000   Kindergarten/Preschool Education and Teaching
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    3   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    13
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131299-000   Teacher Ed. and Professional Develop., Spec Levels
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   0       1      9   0    3   1    6
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   7   0   0   0   0       1      9   0    3   1    6
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   8   0   0   1   0       2     10   1    4   1    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   1   8   0   0   1   0       2     10   1    4   1    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0  17  50   0   0   0   1      17     55  17   54   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0  17  50   0   0   0   1      17     55  17   54   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0  17  50   0   0   0   1      17     55  17   54   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   5   0   0  18  58   0   0   1   1      19     65  18   58   1    7
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    14
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131312-000   Music Teacher Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   4   0   0   0   0       4      5   3    2   1    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   5   5   1   0   0   0       6      6   5    4   1    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   8   9   1   0   0   0      10     11   8    6   2    5
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   8   9   1   0   0   0      10     11   8    6   2    5
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   8   9   1   0   0   0      10     11   8    6   2    5
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    15
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131315-000   Reading Teacher Education
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0       0      4   0    4   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   0   0   2  15   0   0   0   2       2     20   2   19   0    1
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   0   0   2  15   0   0   0   2       2     20   2   19   0    1
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   0   0   2  15   0   0   0   2       2     20   2   19   0    1
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   0   0   2  15   0   0   0   2       2     20   2   19   0    1
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   2   0   0   2  19   0   0   0   2       2     24   2   23   0    1
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    16
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    131401-000   Teaching English as a Second or Foreign Language
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    2   0    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    7   0    0
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    7   0    0
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    7   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   0   0   0   0       0      7   0    7   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8   0   0   0   0       0      9   0    9   0    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    17
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    149999-000   Engineering, Other
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       2      2   1    2   1    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       2      2   1    2   1    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       2      2   1    2   1    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    18
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    160501-000   German Language and Literature
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    19
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    160901-000   French Language and Literature
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    0   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   2   0   0   0   0       3      2   3    0   0    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   0   0   0   0       2      4   1    2   1    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   7   0   0   0   0       6      8   5    2   1    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   7   0   0   0   0       6      8   5    2   1    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   7   0   0   0   0       6      8   5    2   1    6
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    20
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    160905-000   Spanish Language and Literature
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0       2      5   0    1   2    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   4   8   0   0   0   0       4     10   3    2   1    8
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   7   0   0   1   1       5      9   1    0   4    9
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   9  19   0   0   1   1      11     24   4    3   7   21
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   9  19   0   0   1   1      11     24   4    3   7   21
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   1   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   9  19   0   0   1   1      11     24   4    3   7   21
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    161200-000   Classics and Classical Languages, Literat, & Lingu
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    0   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   1    0   1    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   0       4      3   2    0   2    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   0       4      3   2    0   2    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   0       4      3   2    0   2    3
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    230101-000   English Language and Literature, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   7   0   0   0   0       3      7   1    2   2    5
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  14   0   0   0   2       3     16   0    9   3    7
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   8  26   0   0   1   0       9     26   4    9   5   17
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  13  47   0   0   1   2      15     49   5   20  10   29
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  13  47   0   0   1   2      15     49   5   20  10   29
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0  13  47   0   0   1   2      15     49   5   20  10   29
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    23
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    260101-000   Biology/Biological Sciences, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0   2  10   0   0   0   2       3     13   2    6   1    7
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   1   2   0   3   0   0   9  25   0   0   1   0      11     31   7    8   4   23
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   3   1   0   0  11  33   0   2   1   1      15     39   8   12   7   27
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   2   4   3   5   0   0  22  68   0   2   2   3      29     83  17   26  12   57
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   2   4   3   5   0   0  22  68   0   2   2   3      29     83  17   26  12   57
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   2   4   4   5   0   0  22  68   0   2   2   3      30     83  17   26  13   57
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    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    24
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    261501-000   Neuroscience
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      2   0    1   0    1
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   1       1      3   0    2   1    1
    Third Year           04    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   8   0   0   1   1       4      9   1    3   3    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   8   0   0   0   1       2      9   2    3   0    6
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   5  19   0   0   1   3       7     23   3    9   4   14
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   5  19   0   0   1   3       7     23   3    9   4   14
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   5  19   0   0   1   3       7     23   3    9   4   14
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    270101-000   Mathematics, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   0    0   2    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   2    0   1    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   4   3   0   0   0   1       4      5   2    4   2    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   9   5   0   0   0   1       9      7   4    4   5    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   9   5   0   0   0   1       9      7   4    4   5    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   9   5   0   0   0   1       9      7   4    4   5    3
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    300801-000   Mathematics and Computer Science
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      1   0    1   1    0
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    309999-000   Multi-/Interdisciplinary Studies, Other
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   0    0   1    0
    Third Year           04    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   4   4   0   0   0   0       6      5   2    2   4    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   8   0   0   1   0       6      9   2    2   4    7
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    2   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   9  12   0   0   1   0      13     14   4    4   9   10
     FULL TIME TOTAL           2   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   9  12   0   0   1   0      13     14   4    4   9   10
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    2   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   9  12   0   0   1   0      13     14   4    4   9   10
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    310505-000   Kinesiology and Exercise Science
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0  10  16   0   0   0   0      12     16   4    2   8   14
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   3   4   0   0  18  23   0   0   0   0      22     28   6    8  16   20
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   4   1   0   0  11  32   0   0   3   1      19     37   5    7  14   30
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   8   5   0   0  39  71   0   0   3   1      53     81  15   17  38   64
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   8   5   0   0  39  71   0   0   3   1      53     81  15   17  38   64
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   0   0   0   0   2   4   8   5   0   0  39  71   0   0   3   1      53     81  15   17  38   64
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    380101-000   Philosophy
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    0   0    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   5   0   0   0   0   0       6      0   3    0   3    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   4   2   0   0   0   0       5      3   0    1   5    2
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   9   3   0   0   0   0      11      4   3    1   8    3
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   9   3   0   0   0   0      11      4   3    1   8    3
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   9   3   0   0   0   0      11      4   3    1   8    3
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    380201-000   Religion/Religious Studies
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   3    0   0    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    0   0    1
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   7   0   0   0   1       5      8   1    4   4    4
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   9   0   0   0   1       9     10   5    4   4    6
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   9   0   0   0   1       9     10   5    4   4    6
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   9   9   0   0   0   1       9     10   5    4   4    6
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400501-000   Chemistry, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   1   0   0   1   0       7      1   2    0   5    1
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   2   0   0  12   8   0   0   2   2      15     14   6    6   9    8
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   2   1   0   0   0   3   0   1   0   0   0  13  15   0   1   2   1      20     19  11    9   9   10
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   2   1   1   0   0   4   1   1   2   0   0  31  24   0   1   5   3      42     34  19   15  23   19
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   2   1   1   0   0   4   1   1   2   0   0  31  24   0   1   5   3      42     34  19   15  23   19
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   2   1   1   0   0   4   1   1   2   0   0  31  24   0   1   5   3      42     34  19   15  23   19
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400601-000   Geology/Earth Science, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0       1      6   0    2   1    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6  10   0   0   0   0       6     10   3    2   3    8
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   8   1   0   0   0       5      9   2    3   3    6
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  24   1   0   0   0      12     25   5    7   7   18
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  24   1   0   0   0      12     25   5    7   7   18
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11  24   1   0   0   0      12     25   5    7   7   18
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    400801-000   Physics, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   0    1   2    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   2   0   0   1   0       6      2   2    0   4    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   3   0   0   0   0       6      3   1    0   5    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13   7   0   0   1   0      14      7   3    2  11    5
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13   7   0   0   1   0      14      7   3    2  11    5
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  13   7   0   0   1   0      14      7   3    2  11    5
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    420101-000   Psychology, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2  10   0   0   0   0       2     12   0    3   2    9
    Third Year           04    0   1   1   2   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   7  14   0   2   0   0      10     21   6   11   4   10
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   8  24   0   0   0   4       8     31   5   10   3   21
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   1   5   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0  17  48   0   2   0   4      20     64  11   24   9   40
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   1   5   0   0   0   0   2   4   0   0  17  48   0   2   0   4      20     64  11   24   9   40
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       2      1   0    1   2    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       1      0   1    0   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   1    1   2    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       3      1   1    1   2    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   1   5   0   0   0   0   3   4   0   0  19  49   0   2   0   4      23     65  12   25  11   40
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    450601-000   Economics, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    0   1    2
    Third Year           04    1   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0  16   6   0   0   0   0      18      8   7    2  11    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   1   0   0   0   0   1   1   1   1   0   0   9  10   0   0   1   0      12     13   2    7  10    6
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    2   1   0   1   0   0   1   2   2   1   0   0  25  18   0   0   1   0      31     23   9    9  22   14
     FULL TIME TOTAL           2   1   0   1   0   0   1   2   2   1   0   0  25  18   0   0   1   0      31     23   9    9  22   14
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    2   1   0   1   0   0   1   2   2   1   0   0  25  18   0   0   1   0      31     23   9    9  22   14
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    451001-000   Political Science and Government, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   7   7   0   0   0   0       8      8   3    1   5    7
    Third Year           04    0   1   0   2   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0  19  13   0   1   1   1      22     20   6    8  16   12
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    3   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   2   5   0   0  27  39   0   0   1   1      35     45   9   18  26   27
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    4   1   1   3   0   0   1   0   4   8   0   0  53  59   0   1   2   2      65     74  18   28  47   46
     FULL TIME TOTAL           4   1   1   3   0   0   1   0   4   8   0   0  53  59   0   1   2   2      65     74  18   28  47   46
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    4   1   1   3   0   0   1   0   4   8   0   0  53  59   0   1   2   2      65     74  18   28  47   46
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    451101-000   Sociology
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   2   8   0   0   0   0       4      9   0    5   4    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   4  10   0   0   0   1       5     12   2    3   3    9
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   1   5   0   0   1  14   0   2   0   1       4     23   1    4   3   19
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   3   7   0   0   7  32   0   2   0   2      13     44   3   12  10   32
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   3   7   0   0   7  32   0   2   0   2      13     44   3   12  10   32
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   3   7   0   0   7  32   0   2   0   2      13     44   3   12  10   32
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    451201-000   Urban Studies/Affairs
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   0    0   2    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   0    0   2    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   0    0   2    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   0    0   2    0
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500501-000   Drama and Dramatics/Theatre Arts, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   2   0   0   0   0       3      2   3    2   0    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   0    2   1    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0   0       1      2   1    1   0    1
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    5   1    1
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    5   1    1
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   6   0   0   0   0       5      6   4    5   1    1
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500701-000   Art/Art Studies, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   1       0      3   0    1   0    2
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1  12   0   0   0   0       1     12   0    5   1    7
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2  13   0   0   0   1       2     14   1    1   1   13
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  27   0   0   0   2       3     29   1    7   2   22
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  27   0   0   0   2       3     29   1    7   2   22
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3  27   0   0   0   2       3     29   1    7   2   22
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    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500901-000   Music, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   6   0   0   0   0       2      7   2    1   0    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0   0   0       2      6   2    1   0    5
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   1   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0   3  11   0   0   0   0       4     13   4    2   0   11
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0   3  11   0   0   0   0       4     13   4    2   0   11
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   1   0   0   1   0   1   0   0   0   0   3  11   0   0   0   0       4     13   4    2   0   11
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    42
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500903-000   Music Performance, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   2   4   0   0   0   0       2      5   2    2   0    3
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   4   9   0   0   1   2       6     12   3    5   3    7
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   6  13   0   0   1   2       8     17   5    7   3   10
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   6  13   0   0   1   2       8     17   5    7   3   10
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   6  13   0   0   1   2       8     17   5    7   3   10
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    43
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500904-000   Music Theory and Composition
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0       2      0   1    0   1    0
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    44
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    500999-000   Music, Other
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   1   0   0   0   0       2      2   0    0   2    2
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   1    0   2    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   1   0   0   0   0       5      2   1    0   4    2
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   1   0   0   0   0       5      2   1    0   4    2
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   5   1   0   0   0   0       5      2   1    0   4    2
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    45
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520201-000   Business Administration and Management, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  11   6   0   0   3   0      15      6   6    0   9    6
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0  30  15   1   0   1   1      34     16   6    4  28   12
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    1   0   1   0   0   0   1   1   1   0   0   0  24  13   0   0   2   1      30     15  10    2  20   13
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    1   0   2   0   0   0   1   1   3   0   0   0  66  35   1   0   6   2      80     38  23    7  57   31
     FULL TIME TOTAL           1   0   2   0   0   0   1   1   3   0   0   0  66  35   1   0   6   2      80     38  23    7  57   31
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   5   6   0   0   1   0       8      7   8    7   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   5   7   0   0   1   0       8      8   8    8   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   4   5   0   0   0   0       4      8   4    8   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   6   5   0   0   1   1       8      9   8    9   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   8   9   0   0   0   0       8     12   7   12   1    0
    Non-deg Ugrad        21    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   1   5   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0  23  27   0   0   2   1      28     38  27   38   1    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   5   0   0   0   0   2   5   0   0  23  27   0   0   2   1      28     38  27   38   1    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    1   0   3   5   0   0   1   1   5   5   0   0  89  62   1   0   8   3     108     76  50   45  58   31
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    46
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    520301-000   Accounting
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0   0       3      0   2    0   1    0
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0   0   0   5  10   0   0   1   0       8     10   2    4   6    6
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   6   4   0   0   0   0       6      5   0    1   6    4
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0  14  14   0   0   1   0      17     16   4    6  13   10
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   0  14  14   0   0   1   0      17     16   4    6  13   10
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   4   0   0   0   0       3      4   3    4   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   3   4   0   0   0   0       3      4   3    4   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   0   0   0   0       1      4   1    4   0    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   1   0   0   1   4   0   0   1   1       3      7   3    7   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   6   6   0   0   0   1       6      8   6    8   0    0
    Non-deg Ugrad        21    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   2   0   0  11  19   0   0   1   2      13     24  13   24   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   2   0   0  11  19   0   0   1   2      13     24  13   24   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   1   0   0   0   1   0   1   3   2   0   0  25  33   0   0   2   2      30     40  17   30  13   10
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    47
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    540101-000   History, General
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Second Year          03    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   3   5   0   0   0   0       4      5   3    1   1    4
    Third Year           04    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  11  21   0   0   3   0      14     22   3    5  11   17
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    0   0   2   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  14  12   0   2   3   0      20     15   6    7  14    8
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08    0   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   2   1   0   0  28  38   0   2   6   0      38     42  12   13  26   29
     FULL TIME TOTAL           0   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   2   1   0   0  28  38   0   2   6   0      38     42  12   13  26   29
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0       0      1   0    1   0    0
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29    0   0   2   0   0   0   0   1   2   1   0   0  28  39   0   2   6   0      38     43  12   14  26   29
    Fall      2010                                       Fall      ENROLLMENT                                EF1
    FICE CODE: 003434                                    Furman University                                   PAGE:    48
    INDIVIDUAL CIP DETAILED FACSIMILE REPORT                                                                 DATE:  04/06/11
    PROGRAM : CHES645EAP                                                                                     TIME:  10:42:28
    PART A - ENROLLMENT REPORT  BY RACIAL/ETHNIC STATUS
                       |    |       |       |AMERCAN|       | BLACK |NATIVE |       |TWO OR |RACE & ||             |GEOGRAPH|GEOGRAPH
    ALL STUDENTS       |IPED|NON RES|HISPNIC|INDIAN |       |AFRCAN |HAWAII |       |MORE   |ETHNCTY|| GRAND TOTAL |ORIGIN  | ORIGIN
    ENROLLED           |LINE| ALIEN |LATINO |AL NATV| ASIAN |AMERCAN|PAC ISL| WHITE |RACES  |UNKNOWN|| ALL STUDENTS|  S.C.  |NON S.C.
    FOR CREDIT         | NO |MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM|MEN|WOM||  MEN | WOM  |MEN|WOM |MEN|WOM
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    999999-999   All Programs
    FULL-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     01    2   4   9  10   0   0   6  11  14  15   0   0 236 360   4   3   6   6     277    409  85  103 192  306
    Freshman Other       02    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   1   2   3   0   0  10   6   0   0   2   0      15     11   5    7  10    4
     Freshman  TOTAL           2   4  10  11   0   0   6  12  16  18   0   0 246 366   4   3   8   6     292    420  90  110 202  310
    Second Year          03    5   3   8   5   0   0   3   6  23   8   0   0 201 283   3   3  18  11     261    319  83   85 178  234
    Third Year           04    4   5   2  14   0   1   5   7  19  24   0   0 226 292   1   3  14   9     271    355 103  113 168  242
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     05    5   8   8   5   1   1   7  12  17  23   0   0 217 349   2   7  19  18     276    423 100  133 176  290
    Non-deg Ugrad        07    2   3   1   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0       5      3   1    0   4    3
     UGRAD     TOTAL     08   18  23  29  35   1   2  21  37  76  73   0   0 891 290  10  16  59  44    1105   1520 377  441 728 1079
    All Other Mast.      12    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   3   5   0   0   9  36   0   0   1   0      13     44  10   28   3   16
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   3   5   0   0   9  36   0   0   1   0      13     44  10   28   3   16
    Non-deg Grad         13    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   1   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
     GRAD      TOTAL     14    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   2   3   5   0   0   9  37   0   0   2   0      14     45  11   29   3   16
     FULL TIME TOTAL          18  23  29  36   1   2  21  39  79  78   0   0 900 327  10  16  61  44    1119   1565 388  470 731 1095
    PART-TIME STUDENTS
    Fresh.  1st Time     15    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0       1      1   1    1   0    0
    Freshman Other       16    0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   8  11   0   0   1   0      11     12  11   12   0    0
     Freshman  TOTAL           0   0   1   1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   9  12   0   0   1   0      12     13  12   13   0    0
    Second Year          17    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   2   0   0   6  10   0   0   0   0       7     13   5   13   2    0
    Third Year           18    0   0   0   2   0   1   0   0   2   2   0   0   8   9   0   0   2   2      12     16  12   16   0    0
    Fourth Yr-Beyond     19    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   1   3   0   0  14  18   0   0   0   1      15     23  13   22   2    1
    Non-deg Ugrad        21    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   1   0   0  12   7   0   0   4   0      17      8  17    8   0    0
     UGRAD     TOTAL     22    0   0   1   5   0   1   0   0   6   8   0   0  49  56   0   0   7   3      63     73  59   72   4    1
    All Other Mast.      26    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   8   0   0  23  51   0   0   1   3      26     63  25   60   1    3
     Grad I    TOTAL           0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   2   8   0   0  23  51   0   0   1   3      26     63  25   60   1    3
    Non-deg Grad         27    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   3   3   0   0  19  59   0   0   0   2      22     65  22   63   0    2
    GRAD&1ST P TOTAL     28    0   0   0   1   0   0   0   1   5  11   0   0  42 110   0   0   1   5      48    128  47  123   1    5
     PART TIME TOTAL           0   0   1   6   0   1   0   1  11  19   0   0  91 166   0   0   8   8     111    201 106  195   5    6
                       -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    GRAND      TOTAL     29   18  23  30  42   1   3  21  40  90  97   0   0 991 493  10  16  69  52    1230   1766 494  665 736 1101
